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This is a request for additions to Unicode to support recent expansion of the extIPA (i.e., 
Extensions to the IPA for Disordered Speech), including superscript modifier letters for unusual 
releases of plosives. The full 2018 JIPA article on the 2015 revision of the extIPA is publicly 
available online from Cambridge University Press. (See references.)

Thanks to Deborah Anderson of the Universal Scripts Project for her assistance. 

As summarized in the JIPA article, the motivation behind the original 1990 version of the extIPA symbols, 
and subsequent revisions to them, has been to supply transcriptional resources to those needing to describe 
disordered speech of all types. Symbols have been chosen following requests from speech-language 
pathologists and clinical phoneticians. 

As for the recent update, at the Oslo conference of the International Clinical Phonetics and Linguistics 
Association (ICPLA) in 2010, a special panel on the transcription of disordered speech reviewed the extIPA 
symbols and the chart that displays them, with input also from the audience at the panel presentation (Ball 
et al. 2010). The results of this review, together with informal consultations with colleagues, led to a set of 
suggested changes. These were presented in a poster in June 2016 at the ICPLA conference in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia (Ball et al. 2016), and approved by the membership. The changes were presented as a motion at 
the Business Meeting (all ICPLA members present at conference) and approved nem. con.

Inline letters
 turned small capital G
 reversed k
 reversed script g
 reversed eng
 f-eng ligature with trill
 l-ezh ligature with right tail
 turned y with belt
 small capital L with belt
All are shown in Figures 1 and 3. In addition, use of  in non-disordered speech is shown in Figures 
4–6, and use of  in Figures 7–9. 

Modifier letters
 modifier l with belt
 modifier l-ezh ligature
 modifer l with belt and right tail
 modifier l-ezh ligature with right tail
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 modifier turned y with belt
 modifier small capital L with belt
 modifier l-s ligature
 modifier l-z ligature
Of these, , ,  are shown in Figure 2, while the others are covered by the provision, in the JIPA 
article and chart, for superscript lateral fricatives to indicate ‘lateral fricated release’ of a plosive 
(article quoted under ‘Superscript lateral fricatives’ below, after Figure 9). 

 is shown in Figure 10 ff, which also show cases where  and  would have been used if the inline 

characters had been available at the time.  is shown in Figure 11. 

Question for ad hoc committee
Given that there isn’t space in the Basic Plane for IPA superscripts, let alone for subscripts or to 
handle Americanist, Danish and other phonetic traditions, might it be better to use something like 
variation selectors so that super-/sub-/etc. scripting could be assigned to any character?  

In addition to 86 baseline phonetic characters being proposed by Miller, so far there are 64 
superscripts (not counting    above or letters like    that are potentially composite) and 21 
subscripts, and we’re continually finding more. Creating variation selectors for small and petite 
caps would handle a dozen of the Americanist symbols as well, e.g. for voiceless vowels. One of the 
unassigned 16-point Basic Plane blocks should be able to handle all of these, as well as the italic, 
double-struck, cursive, Fraktur etc. variants that are often needed for technical symbols. 

Or perhaps for modifier phonetic letters and non-IPA traditions, we need to open blocks in one of 
the extended plains. But variation selectors would seem to be a more efficient approach. And a 
good word-processor could handle them with soft formatting even if a particular font does not 
handle them directly. 

Combining diacritics
◌ combining subscript left parenthesis
◌ combining subscript right parenthesis
◌ combining left parenthesis
◌ combining right parenthesis

These unpaired equivalents of existing diacritics are shown in Figure 3. 



Figures

ExtIPA charts

Figure 1.  Ball et al. (2018), p. 160, main consonant chart. Unsupported characters are

⟨⟩ and ⟨, , ⟩ (described on p. 161, sect. 3.2 para 1), and ⟨⟩ (described on p. 
161, sect. 3.2 para 3).

Figure 2.  Ball et al. (2018), p. 160, Other Sounds. The full letters ⟨, , ⟩ are not 
supported. These are described on the top of p. 161. In addition, modifier variants of
the new laterals are illustrated as consonant releases. Although both lateral+medial 
fricatives are given in the chart, as ⟨t, d⟩, only a sample of the plain laterals is 

given, ⟨k⟩, with the word “etc.” added to show this is a general pattern. 



Figure 3.  Ball et al. (2018), p. 160, Voicing Diacritics. The unpaired combining 
parentheses are not supported. 

Inline  
The lateral fricatives also occur in non-disordered speech, at least as elements of affricates. The 
palatal is phonemic in Hadza and Sandawe (Hadza affricates /t, tʰ, tʼ/, Sandawe /dʎ̝!, t, tʼ/). 



Figure 4.  Sands, Bonny, 2013. Phonetics and Phonology: Hadza. In Rainer Vossen 

(ed.) The Khoesan Languages. Routledge, p. 39. The palatal lateral fricative ⟨⟩ used as
a component of the corresponding affricates. The barely legible form created by the 
publisher was clarified in a margin note by the author before she distributed copies 
to colleagues.

Figure 5.  Sands (2013), p. 42.

Figure 6.  Miller, Kirk, Mariamu Anyawire, G.G. Bala & Bonny Sands, forthcoming. A 
Hadza Lexicon and Etymological Dictionary. First entry under dictionary heading Dl, 
from the ms distributed in 2016. 



Attempts to use the letter ⟨⟩ in published descriptions of Hadza have so far failed due to a lack of 
Unicode support, though this will hopefully change with the forthcoming dictionary.

Figure 7.  Sands (2013), p. 41: The velar letter ⟨⟩ was mistakenly replaced by palatal

⟨⟩ by the publisher. The submitted manuscript had used ⟨⟩ (see next figure). The 
author manually corrected the letter in a margin note before distributing copies to 
her colleagues. 

Figure 8.  Sands (n.d.), manuscript of previous figure, showing the intended velar 
lateral affricate. 



Figure 9.  Miller et al. (forthcoming). Explanation of dictionary heading Gg. 

Superscript lateral fricatives (    )
Modifier extIPA letters are described in Ball et al. (2018), p. 162, sect. 3.5 para 2:

The next four lines [of the ‘other sounds’ chart] illustrate how existing extIPA symbols can 
be used to transcribe a range of unusual plosive release types: lateral fricated release, lateral 
and median release, interdental aspiration, and linguolabial affricates.

‘Lateral fricated release’ does not refer to any particular character or articulation, but to the 
Lateral Fricative row of the main consonant chart (Fig. 1).  In addition to the ⟨k⟩ given as an 

example in the ‘other sounds’ chart, these include palatal ⟨c⟩, retroflex ⟨ʈ, ɖ⟩, and alveolar ⟨t, 
d⟩ combined with linguolabial and interdental diacritics (the diacritics do not join properly in the
current font). [add to font]

These superscript variants are occasionally found outside the extIPA.

Figure 10.  ⟨t⟩ in Kehrein & Golston (2004) “A prosodic theory of laryngeal 
contrasts”, Phonology 21.3, p. 348.

Figure 11.  Wolfgang Kehrein (2002) Phonological Representation and Phonetic Phasing: 



Affricates and Laryngeals, Walter de Gruyter, p. 34, with affricates ⟨t⟩ and ⟨d⟩. 

Figure 12.  Kehrein (2002), p. 20. The laterals of Adynyamathanha, with superscript ɬ̪� 
ɬ̪ ɬ̪�. The intervening retroflex sound would presumably have used superscript 

retroflex ꞎ if the inline letter had been available at the time. 

Figure 13.  Kehrein (2002), p. 6, explaining why they do not use unitary characters 
for non-alveolar lateral fricatives, though they do use fricative characters in 
affricates wherever they can. 

Figure 14.  Kehrein (2002), p. 20. A summary of attested laterals, lateral fricatives and

lateral affricates. Superscript ɬ̪� ɬ̪ ɬ̪� are circled in red. Superscript ɭ̝ � ʎ̝� ʟ̝� are circled in 
yellow. (Page 6: the ring diacritics for voicelessness are omitted to simplify the 
transcription.) In several places the author describes a natural set of lateral 
affricates [t ,, t, t-, ʈᶩ̝ ! , c̝ !, kᶫ̝ !]. If the extIPA letters ꞎ   had been available, they could 
have been used as superscripts here. As it is, superscript ʎ is used for the palatal. 
(The retroflex and velar are already supported by Unicode.)

Figure 15.  Kehrein (2002), p. 18. A palatal lateral affricate [c̝ !].



Figure 16.  Kehrein (2002), p. 39. ⟨t⟩ in use.

Figure 17.  McDonough & Ladefoged (1993). Navajo Stops, UCLA Working Papers in 

Phonetics 84, p. 152. The consonant at the left is phonemically /tˡʰ/, phonetically [t].

Figure 18.  Lateral affricated alveolar clicks in the UPSID. Maddieson (1981) “UPSID: 
Data and Index”, UCLA Working Papers in Phonetics 53, p. 167.



Figure 19.  Lateral affricated palatal clicks in the UPSID, p. 170. Frication would more

properly be transcribed with a superscript . As it is, superscript ʎ is not found in 
Unicode either.
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